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This report presents our findings on a design for a simple. accurate tech'
nique for measuring vehicular delay on the approach 1o a signalized inter-
section. Precise definitions were established for four measures of perfor-
mance: stopped delay,time-in-queue delay, approach delay, and percent-
age of vehicles stopping, Approach delay was selected as being most rep-
resentative of intersectio¡r efficiency. Four manual methods using film
taken at 10 intersections were tested in the laboratory. The values thus
obtained were statist¡cally compared w¡th true values from time.lapse
photography, The point sample, stopped delay procedure and the per-

centage of vehicles stopping method were selected as the most promising
methods for practical use and were performed in the field at three sites.
A user's manual for applicatíon of these two methods was produced but
is not included in th¡s report. Correction factors were developed to allow
the f¡eld results to more accurately estimate the true values of stopped
delay and percentage of vehicles stopping. lnterrelationships among the
four measures of performance were established so that approach delay
could be estimated from a value for stopped time,

It has ahvays been difficult to quantitatively define oper-
ational efficiency for approaches to signalized intersec-
tions by using traffic engineering techrriques. Iu 1965,
the Highway Capacity Manual (1) introduced the concepts
of load factor and level of servÏce in an atternpt to relate
intersection efficietrcy to some factor obtainable in the
field. Holever, load factol has not received widespread
acceptance, and several researchets have postulated
that this measure may not be a reliable indicator of in-
tersection performance. It has been generally agreed
that some measure of vehicle delay should provide a
practical and meaningful measure of performattce.

There are many reasons for considering delay (and

perhaps stops) a better measure than load factor. First,
load factor is by definition a ¡lleasule applied to each in-
dividual approach. To date, no method has bee¡r devised
in which load factol can be used to provide a single mea-
sure of overall intersection operation. Second, Ioad fac-
tor is not a good measure for locations with traffic-
actuated signals. For example, a phase is considered
"loaded" if traffic continually enters the intersection on
green, but at the first major gap in traffic the green is
terminated. This can be considered an efficient traffic-
actuated controller and does not imply congested or near
capacity co¡rditions. Third, small changes in volume
appeal to cause large changes in the value for load fac-
tor; for example, relatively small increases in volume
can bring load factor from 0.0 or 0.1 to 0.7 or higher in
a short period of time. Also, conditions near capacity
flow are not well defined, a¡rd conditions of over capacity
flow are not described by load factor.

In view of these deficiencies, the need for a different
measure of operating effectiveness of signalized inter-
sections is apparent. This need has prompted several
researchers to explore the use of delay to measure per-
forma¡rce.

The scope and objectives of the present resea¡ch
rvere limited to the definition of several delay types and
to the formulation of a practical and accurate method
that can be used in the field to measure delay. A com-
plete description of the research, including a user's
manual, is given in a three-volume report of the Fed-
eral Highway Administration (Z).

STUDY PROCEDURE

Most previous work related to delay measulement clid not
cleally describe either the phenomenon to be measured
ol the details of the measurement technique. The Fed-
eral Highrvay Ad¡ninistration, recognizing this deficiency,
set out objectives for a lesearch project that rvould pro-
vide a precisely defined technique for measuring vehi-
cle delay at signalized intersections. The objectives of
the study rvere

1. To identify and define various measures of vehi-
cle delay on approaches to signalized intersections,

2. To select the delay measure most applopriate for
trse by placticing traffic engineers, and

3. To develop a field method for collectÍng data that
'rvould lead to the most appropriate measuÌ'e.

Synolrsis of Related Work

One early effort to quantify vehicle flow characteristics
on aplrroaches to intersections was reported by Green-
shields (3). The use of a 16-mm camera to capture traf-
fic florv fõr subsequent analysis in the laboratory made
this early rvork particularly noteworthy. In 1940, Rivett
(4) presented a report on the use of rnechanical aids (a
dEsk calculator) in collecting data on vehicle delay at
intersections.

Certainly the most complete and probably most im-
portant work related to field measurement, in contrast
to theoretical modeling, was conducted by Berry and
others (5). This work ted to the establishment of sev-
eral tecäniques for measuring intersection delay. Also,
Berryts work included the first major effort to define
different types of delay and to estimate the interrelation-
ships among delay types.

l¡r a 195? paper, Solomo¡r (6) described a measurement
technique that related to Berry's procedure but was ap-
plied to a different type of delay. In the late 1960s, May
and Pratt (?) published an article that can be considered
as the begiirning of the search for a measure of intersec-
tion performa¡lce more easily applicable and more
meaningful than load factor. May and Pratt suggested
that performance would be better described by a measure
of delay than by load factor. Then Sagi and Cãmpbe[ (8)

described a new technique that could be relatively easily
applied and would give a value for vehicle delay on the
approaches to traffic signals. Buehler, Hicks, and Berry
(9) used a questionnaire to survey existing practices for
dõlay studies, but the results did not point conclusively
to one method or one delay type as being most widely
used and accepted in the United States.

Much research has been directed torvard theoretical
models for estimating stops and delay. These models
have been based on assumptions related to patterns of
vehicle arrival and departure on an intersection approach.
A1l the modeling work has suffered in one important as-
pect: No matter how simple the model, the basic as-
sumptions have not been generally applicable to a wide
variety of intersections. For example, one common as-
sumption has been that vehicles arrive randomly. How-
ever, in a¡r interconnected signal system this assumption
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does ¡rot norurally hold true. Most of the modeling de-
veloped has contributed to a better understanding of traf-
fic flow theory but has ¡rot been of practical nse. The
work by Sagi and Campbell was perhaps the best effort
toward combining a certain amount of traffic flow theory
with a practical field procedure.

In sumrnary, most previous studies related to delay
measurement techniques have had one or more of these
deficiencies. (a) No clear definition of delay measures
lvas given. (¡) Uuch attention rvas paid to mechanical
or electronic devices that merely serve as aids, while
relatively little attention was paid to the validity of the
procedure itself in providing good estirnates of the delay
measure. (c) Several new techniques reported in the
literature have simply been.old techniques applied in a
slightly different manner. (d) Many studies relied on
techniques that could be applied easily only under cer-
tain traffic or geometric co¡rditions (for example, at
intersections rvith a pretimecl traffic signal control).
These tech¡riques are not well suited to general appli-
cation. (e) tvtost modeling techniques used in the-past
are somewhat cumbersome for the practicing traffic
engineer and are not particularly suited for a¡rplication
to a wide range of intersection types.

Study Executiorl

The approach used to achieve onr research objectives
was composed of the following steps.

1. A revierv of pertinent literature and previons re-
search was made.

2, Sevelal types of vehicle delay of the type found
on approaches to signalized intersections were identified,
and a precise definition was develo¡red for each type.

3. The delay type that appeared to best portray the
efficiency of intersection operation was selected. The
term "approach delayrrwas used to identify this best
measure.

4. Methods for field data collection were identified
and defined. These methods were designed to collect
and reduce traffic data so that the selected measure of
a1:proach delay could subsequently be estimated.

5. Using combinations of delay types and field data
collection methods, a selection was made of the most
promising methods to be tested during the research.

6. Ten i¡rtersection approaches from four urban
areas and with differing physical and operational char-
acteristics were selected for study.

7. For each study approach, two periods were
filmed: 50 min during off-peak conditions and 50 min
during peak conditions. Two cameras, one for time-
Iapse photography at 1 frame/s and one for real-time
photography at 16 frames/s were run simultaneously
during each study period.

8, The real-time film was vierved in the laboratory
for simulation of manual field studies. The selected de-
lay types and manual methods were used to collect data
from the film.

9. The time-lapse film was used to obtain precise
data on each vehicle observed on the study approach.
For each study period a precise (also referred to as
"true" in this report,l value for each measure of delay
and stops was obtained.

10. The true values were compared with the values
obtained from the manual methods for each clelay type
and for each study technique. Statistical tests were used
for the analyses.

11. The manual methods that appeared to best meet
the objectives of the research were selected for field
validation.

L2. Three new study approaches were used to trailì

a field crerv in the selected methods, and hvo l-h studies
(covering peak and off-peak) tvere conducted at each ap-
proach. Time-lapse filrn was taken at the same time the
field crew was performing each study.

13. In the laboratory the time-lapse film was ana-
lyzed and the measures of stops and delay rvere obtained.
Statistical analyses were used to com¡rare these values
rvith those obtained by the field crerv.

14, A final report and a user's manual were prepared.

VEHICLE DELAY

Characteristics and Definitions of Delay

Figure 1 describes the movement of vehicles along the
approach to a signalized intersection. Three types of
typical vehicle movements are sholn. AJso shown is the
time-space relationship for an unimpeded vehicle with no
stops or delays on the a¡rproach.

In the analysis of delay, at least two points along the
approach to a signalized i¡rtersection must be found.
First, the point at which a moving vehicle is considered
to be leaving the approach should be fixed. Noting that
one objective of this research was to develop an efficient
and relatively simple method of manual data collection,
the STOP line or the first crosswalk line traversed by
the approaching vehicle was considered the most obvious
point to use fol definition of a leaving vehicle, If neither
of these lines exists, some type of mark to denote the
location of a STOP line could be made for the pur.poses
of the field study. The second point is located upstream
from the intersection under study.. This point would be
situated so as to include all delay (including deceleration-
acceleration cycles) created by the signaliãed intersection
under normal peak flow conditions. The location of this
point would vary from intersection to intersection but
would be based on the same criterion, that is, Iocated
far enough upstream to include all delays caused by the
traffic signal but not so far upstream to include delays
caused by other traffic signals or major cross-street
flows.

Various definitions and terms were utilized during the
research and are recommended for future work in the
analysis of intersection delay. The most important terms
are defined in the following table.

Term Description

Approach delay section Section where most or all approach delay is
incu rred

Approach free flow time Time used by unimpeded vehicle to traverse
approach delay section

Approach t¡me

Approach delay

Stopped delay

Time-in-queue delav

Time used by any vehicle to traverse ap.
proach delay section

Approach time minus approach free flow
time

Time vehicle is stopped, with locked wheels,
equal to stopped time

Time from first stop to vehicle's exit across
STOP line, equal to time in queue

Percentage of vehicles Number of vehicles incurring stopped delay
stopping divided by number of vehicles crossing

STOP line

One importa¡rt distinction should be noted here: Vehicles
moving along an approach experience a series of iltimesr[
the sum of which rvill be equal to the approach time. The
term trdelayil is ¡rot always synonymous with time. For
example, for a given vehicle approach, delay is the dif-
ference between two measured times, while stopped de-
lay is in fact equal to stopped time.

The above definitio¡rs can be better understood by re-
ferring to Figure 1, in which the approach delay section
lies between point A a¡rd the STOP line. The approach



Figure 1. Time-space relationsh¡ps.

rlop on rñlarsaclioñ opprooch

time of a vehicle incurriug delay is the time itt secotrds
from ze¡o to point E. The approach delay is the differ-
ence between points E and F. Stopped delay is the dif-
ference betwee¡r points C and D, and time-in-queue de-
lay is the differeuce between points C and E.

Descriptive Analysis of Delay Types

Of the many t¡res of delay, past lesearch and present
practice suggest that tltree are of practical use. In ad-
dition, the number ot percetltage of vehicles foÌced to
stop is another important flow characteristic that should
be considered. Thus, the four measures of intersection
performance selected fol study were (a) approach der
iay, (¡) stopped detay, (c) tirne-in-queue delay, anA (O)

percentage of vehicles stoppittg.
Most researchers agree that, altltough the best indi-

cator of intersection performance is approach delay,
this is difficult to obtain in the field. Therefore it was
abandoned in favor of more easily measured factors.

Approach delay, unlike other measures, relates to
the total time duling which drivers aud passengers are
delayed and thus carr easily be used in analyses of road-
user time costs. Stopped delay is an obvious Ìneasure
to the driver but can overstate efficiency of operatiou
under conditions where the lengtlt of stop is short and is
followed by slow movement in a long sluggish queue.
Time-in-queue delay will often lie between the values
for stopped delay and approach delay. However, for any
given vehicle, time-in-queue delay can be gleater than
approach delay. Under certain traffic conditions, this
measure can overstate the amount of delay beittg incurred
by motorists.

During the study, approach delay was considered the
best measure to describe operation effectiveness on the
approach to a signalized intersection. Alrproach delay,
although technically more difficult to collect in a direct
manner, appeared to be better than either stopped delay
or time-in-queue delay for describing and comparing
intersection operation.

Percentage of vehicles stopping was not directly com-
parable to the delay measures. In the research, this
measure of intersection performa¡rce was considered
useful and was selected for testing along with three
manual methods related to delay.
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INTERSECTION DELAY MEASUREMENT
PROCEDURES

Definition a¡rd Analysis of Basic
Procedures for Estimating Delay

Review of the literature and of possible techniques not
previously described led to the establishment of four
basic procedures that could be used in estimating delay.
AII past and present efforts were categorized as one of
the four. I¡r several cases, a method contained elements
from trvo or more of the basic nrocedures, The four
procedures are (a) point samplã, (b) in¡rut-ouþut, (c)
path trace, and (d) modeling.

The point sample method is based on a periodic sam-
pling of some factor (such as number of stopped vehicles)
on the intersection alrproach. In essence, it is a series
of instanta¡reous samples having an i¡rterval of time be-
trveen each sample. An examlrle of this technique is the
method cornmonly known as the Berry-VanTil procedure,

The term "interval sample" might also be used to de-
scribe the input-output method. It is similar to the point
samlrle method but uses an irúinitely strort interval (zero)
betrveen samples and a long sample period of, say, 10 or
15 s. The factor being measured is observed at its be-
ginning (input) and end (output) points.

The path trace is based on a sample of individual ve-
hicles using the study approach. Data on each vehicle
samlrled is recorded over the 1:eriod of time the vehicle
is within the study area (fo¡ exam¡lle, the approach delay
section). Using measurements on the sample group of
vehicles, a statistical expansiotr of the data to represent
all vehicles is made. This method is very similar to a
traffic engineering spot-speed study.

The use of modeling in estimates of delay can inclucle
a wide range of field and analysis techniques. All meth-
ods tlnt use one or more theoretical assumptions regard-
ing arrival patterns, departure patterns, driver be-
havior in queues, and traffic signal operation are in
this category.

How well each of the four basic procedures related to
the objectives of the research was analyzed.

The point sample method has several advantages.
First, the technique is self-correcting in that an error
or omission in oire sample will have almost no effect on
the overall result, because each sample is independent
of the previous one. Second, the technique is not de-
pendent upon signal indications, except for the restraint
of periodicity. This restraint refers to the need for a
set of data points arrayed throughout the signal cycle ancl
providing a representative sample of all traffic conditio¡rs
in the cycle. A disadvantage of this method is that the
accuracy of an observer's point sample might be con-
siderabiy reduced if the count (say, of stopped vehicles)
becomes quite high.

The input-output method suffe¡s from one important
disadvantage. The field data should be corrected for ve-
hicles tlut errter or leave the study area between the
point of input and the point of output. Correction factors
should be applied at the beginning and end of the.study
period, and also at regular intervals throughout the study,
to compensate for observer errors.

The path-trace method was considered simple to per-
form in the field and would yield, from a single study,
all four measures of delay and stops described earlier.
However, it was hypothesized that a very large sample
of vehicles would be needed to provide an estimate of de-
lay within reasonable levels of confidence.

Because modeling methods were considered too eso-
teric and difficult to apply to varying intersection condi-
tions, we eliminated this category.
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Selection of Methods to Be Tested

To plovide a guide for selection of the most lrromisiug
two or three delay measr¡remeltt rnethods, a matrix of
the four basic methods applied to the three basic mea-
sures of delay rvas developed to give 12 ¡rossible study
methods. Each of these was then judged against a frame-
work of eight criteria. For each, atr overall utility
score rvas obtai¡red that served as an indicatiou of the
rnethod's effectiveness in rneeting the objectives of the
research.

Factors such as field tnan¡:ower requirenrents, ueed
to establish base slreed, and generalized application were
among the eiglrt selection criteria. Otre itnportant cri-
terion was rvhether a method depended upon continuous
observance of traffic signal inclications. If so, the
method was considered less useful.

The procedures selectecl for testing were (a) point
sarnple, stopped delay, (b) p.oint sample, time-in-queue
delay, (c) Þatlì trace, and (d) percentage of vehicles
stopping.

Following selection of three delay procedures and a
foulth ¡'elated to pelcentage of velìicles stopping, a
detailed study design was developed fol each. It rvas
clecided that no electronic or cotnplex mechalrical de-
vices would be t¡sed in applying the lnethods to the 20
film segments in the laboratoly. In this way, a truly
sirrple manual technique rvould be tested,

Description of ]Vlanual Methods Tested

The point sample, stopped delay technique was desigued
for intervals between samples of 15 or 13 s, the latter
value being used at locatio¡rs having pt'etimed signal con-
trollers. For all but 2 of the 20 film segmettts studied,
a two-perso¡r team was used to obtain the samples ou a
lane-by-Iane basis. A third person, using a stopwatch,
gave a cue at each sampling point. The team noted the
number of stopped vehicles in each lane at each sampling
point. The total stopped delay was computed by multi-
plying the interval between samples by the number of ve-
hicles counted in all samples.

The point sample, time-in-queue delay technique was
designed identically to the point sam¡rle, stopped delay
method. Only the phenomenon being observed rvas dif-
fe¡e¡rt. Following a stop, a vehicle continued to be in
queue until it crossed the STOP line.

The path-trace teclrnique was pelformed by a three-
person team for each of the 20 film segments. Otre per-
son served as sample selector. This person counted ve-
hicles crossing into the approach delay section at its up-
stream end. A previonsly fixed sample rate based on
volume was used for each film, and the sample selector
gave a cue to one of the two observers each time a se-
lected vehicle approached the entry point of tlte sectio¡r.
The observer started a stoprvatch rvhen the vehicle en-
tered the section and noted the elapsed time of all actious
such as stop, start, change lane, and leave section at
STOP line. This technique led to estimates of total vol-
ume, stopped delay, time-in-queue delay, approach de-
lay, and percentage of vehicles stopping.

The fourth manual method was a count of all motorized
vehicles crossing the STOP line. The count was cate-
gorized into stopping or not stopping. Any vehicle that
stopped one or more times on the intersection approach
was counted as one vehicle in the stopping category. The
results from this method give estimates of both total vol-
ume and percentage of vehicles stopping.

DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION

Study Sites and Filming Procedures

Ten approaches to signalized intersections rvere used;
each approach was filmed for two 50-min periods. Table
1 gives a list of the sites and basic characteristics of
each. The study sites represented a broad range of geo-
gra¡thic, geometric, a¡rd traffic conditions. The re-
search rnethods rvere general in that they could be suc-
cessfully used i¡r varied situatious and rvould not t¡e de-
pendent on specific features of an intersection.

A 16-mm camera with a crystal speed control rvas
used to film 50 continuons min at exactly 16.0 frames/s.
Color film was used and then studied in the laboratory in
a real-time lnode for the four manual methocls described
earlier,

A¡r 8-mm camera with an intervalometer set at exactly
1.0 frarne,/s was lurì simultaneously at each site rvith
the 16-lnm camera. Color film was used ancl then studied
in the laboratory in a time-lalrse mode on a projector-
analyzer.

Laboratory Work

Each of the four manual methods was performed o¡r each
of the 20 films, and arithmetic values for various delay
measules rvere computed. AII of the data were taken on
a lane-by-lane basis, and the final summary of values
for each rnethocl was given by lane and also for the total
approach.

The time-lapse work involved studying each vehicle
individually and determining the frame numbers at which
the vehicle performed sorne action (i,e., stop, start,
change lane, cross STOP line). Some 22 000 vehicles
were included in the 20 films.

The data on each vehicle rvere pnrrched onto staudard
cards, and a computer progratn developed during the re-
search la¡r an error check o¡r the data. Following cor-
rections of the data base, the program calculated aud
sumrnarized all possible measures related to stops and
delay for each film. Recognition of vehicles that either
e¡rtered or left the approach delay section at some inter-
mediate point was given in the time-Iapse work and was
deemed important in computing true values for stops and
delay. AIso, all lane changes were noted from the time-
lapse film, and this information was used to properly
assign various types of delay to each lane.

During filming, data reduction, and analysis, tight
control was maintained on all aspects of the rvork to en-
sure precise results. Such factors as calibration of
stopwatches, camera speed, and projector speed rvere
checked regularly.

DATA ANALYSES

TVo general types of analysis were performed on the data.
First, regressions of real-time values on the corre-
sponding time-lapse values were derived and analyzed;
second, regression analyses were made to compare the
interrelationships among delay types. From the time-
lapse film the follorving measures were obtained: (a)
stäpped time (equal to 

-stopped delay), (¡) time in queue
(equal to time-in-queue delay), (c) approach delay, (d)
perceutage of vehicles stopping, and (e) volume estimate.
From the real-time manual methods, the following mea-
sures were derived and are listed with their coded des-
ignation.



Measure

Point sample, total stopped time M1T
Point sample, stopped time per vehicle M 1 PV

Point sample, time ¡n queue M2
Point sample, time in queue per vehicle M2PV
Path trace, stopped time per vehicle M3A
Pâth trace, t¡me in queue per vehicle M3B
Path trace, approach delay per vehicle M3C

Path trace, percentage stopping M3D
Path trace, volume estimate M3E
Percentage of vehicles stopping M4
Volume estimate from M4 study FV

Ratio comparison was another type of analysis made.
Several measures derived from the real-time studies
were used to form a ratio with the trt¡e value of tlte cor-
responding measure derived from time-lapse film'

Statistical Ter¡ninologY

The regression relationships discussed in the following
sections are reported on the basis of the line of best fit
in the forrn Y = bX + a, rvhere Y is the variable plotted
on the vertical axis, b is the slope of the regressiotr
line, X is the variable plotted on the horizontal axis,
and a is the intercept of the best fit line at the vertical
axis.

Àiso reported is the coefficient of determination (R2)

value for each regression line. This value relates to
the amount of scatter of the data points about the regl'es-
sion line. A high value (gleater than 0"90) indicates that
the reglession relationship is very strongly linear. The
standard error is another statistic reported and is an
indication of the range of values about the mean value
tlut will encompass the true meau. Thus, if a value is
reported as 1.10 * 0.04, the indication is that 68 percent
of ihe time the true lnean value tvill lie betrveen 1.06 and
L.L4.

The term "significant" is also used in reporting the
analyses. In this research, all tests were carried out by
using Student's t-test at the 0.05 significance level, and

all tésts were of the two-tailed variety; i.e', significance
would be declared if the statistic or value from the data
setwas either greater or less than thehypothesizedvalue.

Manual Methods Comnared With
Time-Lapse Results

Tabie 2 summarizes the regression lines obtained when
measures of delay, stops, and volume were compared
with the corresponding measure derived from time-lapse
photography.

Both of the point sample methods, Ml and M2, dem-
onstrated a higÏ level of precision: R2 equals 0.99. This
is an indication of a very strong linear relationship be-
tween the stopped time or time in queue derived from
the field study-and the true values. As noted in Table 2'
the upwald bias of the slope of the point sample lines is
significantly different from 1.0, and in the case of total
time in queue (M2T) the intercept is negative and sig-
nificantly different from 0.0.

One definite conclusion reached from studying these
relationships was that an upvsard bias existed in the point
sample metlìod, rvhether it was applied to stopped time
or to time in queue. Thus, if the method had been ap-
plied in the field, the estimate of stopped time or time
in queue would have been higher than the true value.

' For the path-trace study, five measures were com-
puted and each regressed against the true value of the
measure obtained from the time-lapse work. Table 2

shows that except for the volume estimate all mea-
sures lìad a regression line slope not significantly dif-
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ferent from 1.0. Thus, it can be saicl tlnt tlte path-trace
method is quite accurate but not as precise as the point
sarnple rnethods, as is evidenced by lo\ver values of R".

Interrelationships A¡nong Delay TVpes

An important part of this resea¡ch was the detertnination
of the relationship between the true value for a measure
and all other measures,

Table 3 lists the statistical qualities of the interrela-
tionships. It is interesting to note that time in queue ac-
counts for about 9? percent of approach delay and sto¡rped
time for about 76 percent of approach delay. The three
Iinear relationships of detay with percentage stopping are
not strong. The last relationship i¡r Table 3 represents
an attempt to develop a lineal, as opposed to a curvi-
linear, relationship between pelcentage stopping and ap-
proach delay. By taking the log of the value for_ approach
äelay per vehicle, a strong linear relationship does re-
sult. This could be very significant because, of all field
procedures, perhaps the easiest and least costly to per-
iorm is the study of percentage of vehicles stopping. If
a good predictive relationship exists between percentage
stopping and approach delay, the percentage stopping
study might be used by jurisdictions lacking manpower
to perform tlìe more elaborate delay studies.

One lrotential disadvantage of using percentage stopping
vahles for estimatilìg delay is that, rvhen conditions force
all vehicles to stop, delay can increase drastically while
percentage stopping remains constant at 100 percent. Be-
òause the final recommendations of tltis study did not in-
clude the use of percentage stoppiug values to estimate
delay, this potential difficulty was not explored in detail.

Other Altalyses

In addition to the analyses described above, several other
factors were studied. First, each of the four basic mea-
sures was regressed agaitrst a ratio of volume to service
volu¡ne at level of service C. The R" values for these
plots ranged from 0.4? to 0.63, indicating that consider-
âble scatter in the data points existed. One interesting
fact was obse¡ved from these plots: AII of the low delay
locations were controlled by an interconuected signal sys-
tem, while most of the high delay locations operated with
isolated local control.

For the path-tlace method, an analysis was made of
the sample size necessary to achieve reasonable results.
Depending on delay type, from 1200 to 2?00 vehicles
would be needed in a path-trace sample to obtain delay
estimates at the 95 percent confidence level.

Finally, an analysis of arithmetic ratios was made.
The value for a given measure taken from the real-time
studies was divided by the true value for the same mea-
sure. Ratios were computed for the two methods that
were finally recommended: point sample, stopped clelay
and percentage of vehicles stopping.

The ratio analyses cau be summarized by the follow-
ing observations. (a) There appears to be a strong up-
ward bias in the estimate of stopped time from the point
sample method when compared with the true value. It is
inteiesting to note that only three of 20 ratios were below
1.000 and that all three occurred in peak-hour studies
under heavy volume conditions. (U) no¡ percentage
stopping, the estimate from the manual method was al-
wayå gi'éater than the true value. (c) For volumes taken
from the percentage stopping study, no correcting factor
is necessary to achieve an accurate estimate of true
volume.

Coded
Designation
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Table 1. Study sites,

Film Intersection City, State

Direction
Traffic
Approached
Froù1

Typc of
Signal
Control

Exclusive
Left-Turr
Lane

No. of
Moving Signal
Lârìes on Systent
ApÞroâch OÞeratioù

l,2 Pleasant St.. ând
Mâssachusetts Ave.

3, 4 Massachusetts Ave..
aùd Everett Ave.

5, 6 WastringtoD St.r and
Madison St.

?, I Leesburg Pike. and
llaycock R(i.

9, 10 University Blvd.. and
Viers MiU Rd.

ll, 12 Classen Blvd.' atrd
N.W. 23rd S't.

13, 14 N.W. Expressrvay. and
Pennsylvania Ave.

15, 16 Broadway Bhd.¡ ind
Craycroft R(|.

l?, l8 Congress St.r înd
Granadâ Ave.

19, 20 Q:eedlay Btvd.r aül
Mountain Ave.

Arlington, Mass.

Can)bri(lge, ùlass.

Alexândria, Va.

Falls Church, Va.

Wheator, Md.

OklahoÌìa City, Okla.

Oklîhoûìa City, Okla.

TucsoD. Ariz.

Tucson, Aliz.

Tucson, Ariz.

South

North

South

East

Eâst

North

Wcst

East

West

East

PretiDled

PretiÌìed

Pretinred

ScÌìiíìctuîte(l

Fully actuated

PretiÌre(l

Fully actutte(l

Fully actuated

Fully actuatc(l

SeÌriact\ate(l

2

4

2

4

3

4

5

4

3

No Yes

Yes No

Yes No

No No

Ycs Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No Yes

No Yès

Yes Yes

PoiDt sample

Pâth trlce

Perccntagc stopÞing

-t350 * 823
-0.42 r 0.64
-20lob + 860
-0.65 + 0.?9
-0.01 + 2.54
-1.49 1 3.00
-1.53 1 2.38
-1.4? + 3.83
90.0?b I 46.41
4.266 + l.2l
l?.02Ù i 5.?O

1.t5" t 0.03 0.09
l' lob r O.O2 0.99
l.lBb I o.o2 0.99
l. 12¡ r 0.02 0.99
0.90 r 0.00 0.86
1.04 r 0.09 0.88
1.04 + 0.06 0.93
0.98 + 0.06 0.94
0.89ò I 0.04 0.96
0.96 + 0.02 0.99
0.98b 1 O.0l 0-09

.Sreet trôllic ôpDroached on.

Table 2. Regressions of manual measures versus time-lapse values.

Method Measure lntcrce¡rt' Slope' R?

of stops or delay. M3 does appear to be slightly less
precise than the others, however.

4, M1 a¡rd IVI2 are somewhat less accurate (slope of
regression line greatet than 1.0) than M3 in predicling
delay. At least two possible reasons for the overestima-
tion of delay by point sample methods have been identified.
First, there may be a tendency for observers to concen-
trate more on the upstream end of the queue and thus to
add vehicles into their counts while delaying slightiy the
subtraction of vehicles that have actually departed from
the front end of the queue prior to the sampling point.
Second, there may be skerv in the distribution of stopped
time and time in queue such that the use of 15 s (or 13 s)
as the average time stopped for each velìicle observed
gives biased results.

5. M4 may provide a simple method of estimating ap-
proach delay by use of a logarithmic relationship.

6. The addition of various independent variables to
the regression equation of delay obtained from Ml or IVP
results regressed on the true value of delay does not sig-
nificantly improve the predictive power of the equation.

7, Stopped time averages about 76 percent of approach
delay, while time in queue averages about 97 percent of
approach delay. M1, lVP, and M3 all provide estimates
of delay that can be used with considerable precision to
estimate approach delay.

8. Mechanical aids accompanying manual methods
may be useful. In M1 and IvD, an audible cue from a cas-
sette recorder eliminates the need to be constantly check-
ing a stopwatch. For M3, the sample selector would
benefit from a simple digital hand counter for vehicles
crossing into the section. Likewise, observers perform-
ing the M4 study would find such a counter with at least
two buttons useful for recording stopping and not stopping
vehicles.

FIELD VALIDATION

TVo methods, M1 and M4, were selected as best for
general use by traffic engineers. The methods were
found to give accurate estimates of stopped delay, per-
centage of vehicles stopping, and total volume. The
principal reason for selecting Ml over IVD was that the
time-in-queue procedure was considered by field per-
sonnel to be more difficult to perform than the stopped
time procedure. M3 was eliminated because of the large
sample size required to achieve good results.

The purpose of the field validation was simply to apply
the selected methods to an actual field study and to com-
pare the results with those derived from time-lapse

MIT
MlpV
M2T
M2PV
M3A
M3B
M3C
M3D
M3E
M4
FV

' Reporled as (lìc cocffrcrent ! standard error.
I'lntercept s¡gn¡ficant¡y d¡lfercnt lrom O.O or slope dilfercnt from l,O by a stôristic¡l test

øiterion: Student's t-tel ôt 0.05 sign¡li@nce level.

Table 3. lnterrelationships of time.lapse measures.

Y Axis X Axis Intercept' Slope' R,

Stopped tiùle AÞproach delay -0.99 * l.4l 0.?6 * 0.04 0.96
per vehicle per vehicle

Srtopped time Tinre in queue 0.49 i 1.0? 0.78 + 0.03 0.9?
per vehicle per vehiclc

Stopped time Percertage -9.54 * 4,9? 0.54 + 0.08 0.72
Þer vehicle stoppilg

Time in queue Apt)roach delay -1.99 * 0.88 0.0? + 0.02 0.99
per vehicle per vehicle

Time ir queue Perceùtage -11.62 * 0.00 0.6? r 0.10 0.?0
per vehicle stoppiDg

Perce¡ìt¿rge Approâch delây 26.89 + 5.ã8 1.03 I 0,15 0,'12
stot)ping per vehicle

Percentage Logro approach -14.04 + 4.62 54.9? ' 3.33 0.94
stot)ping delay per

veNcle

' Reported ar the coeft¡cient ! stðndard error

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The following points provide a synopsis of both the per-
formance of the manual methods and the statistical anal-
yses of the data. M1 and lM2 refer to point samples of
stopped time and time in queue respectively, M3 refers
to the path-trace method, and M4 refers to the percentage
stopping method.

1. Ml was somewhat simpler to e4plain to field per-
sonnel and to perform than M2 or M3.

2. M2 was slightly more difficult to perform than
Ml or ûI3 because observers must continuously study
all approach traffic.

3. AII four ma¡rual methods, ML, Irn, M3, and M4,
appear to be quite precise in predicting the true value



Table 4. Validation regression relationships of field versus

time-lapse values.

SloÞc' IDtcrccpt' R3

slto¡)pc(l tiìrc 1.04b :0.01
Perccntage stopPing 1.00 :0.04
Volunrc 0.9? I 0.01
sloDped tinre per vchicle' 1.05b + O.Ol
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value be used directly, witlì no correcting factor.
The value lesulti¡ìg fro¡n a field study of percentage

of vehicles stopping should be comected by a multiplier
of 0.96 to achieve a more accurate estimate of the mea-
sure.

Once the recommended field data corrections have
been made, stopped delay per vehicle multiplied by 1.3
will yield a good esti¡nate of a1:proach clelay per vehicle.

It is concluded tltat all four of the manuaL methods
testecl can be relatively easily applied by typical traffic
engineering agencies and ca¡r also yield fairly precise
and accurate estilnates of delay. Therefore, although
trvo of the methods were recommended for inclusion in
the userrs manual, the other hvo methods (point sample,
tirne in queue and path trace) miglrt be considered in fu-
tnre rvork for special application'

O¡re other conclusion that rvas reached after extensive
study was that itrtersection delay studies should tlot, i¡ì
most cases, be performed on an i¡rdividual lane basis.
Rather, an entire approach should be studied at one time.
AJthough in theory it is possible to study several lanes
individually on au approach, itr practice there are nu-
merous complicating factors that iucrease manpower re-
quirements and reduce the reliability of the study results.
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350 .254 0.99
5,46 - 2.39 0.99
32.02 t 12.20 0.99
0_31 :0.26 0.99

o Bcporled ôs lhe coell¡cacnt ! st¡ndôrd crror.
t'lnlcrceDt Ígnrficañlly dillcrenl konì 0.0 or slopc d¡flcrcnt t¡onì 1.0 by a stalrstrc¿l

lest cr¡ter¡on: Student's t-tesl at 0.05 sign¡l¡6ncc level.

' Usang trnìc.l¿psc volunìc lor drvrsor ol field stopped lrtrc.

photography run simulta¡teously with the fieldwork. Iu
this manner, a check was rnade of lìow rvell the methods
provided reliable measures of delay and stops.

The scope of the validatiort work was described as in-
cluding three sites diffe¡ent from those used fol tlte 20-
film periods. The two methods selected for validation
were to be applied for two 1-h periods at each site, one
period during off-peak traffic conditiotrs and the other
during peak conditions. During the same periods, 8-m.m
filmsìi the study approachrvereto be taken at lframe/s,

The three sites were in Tücson, Arizona, and a field
crew was trained prior to performing the two ¡nanual
techniques. A total of six data points resulted, two for
each site. The sites represented different approaclì
widths, nurnber of larìes, signal operatio¡r alld lrhasiug,
and traffic volumes.

During the validatiott work, the length of stopped
queues váried from several vehicles to 25 or 30 vehicles,/
lane. Thus, it was concluded that a wide range of con-
ditions was e¡rcountered by field persorlrlel and tlnt tlte
results of the validation were sound.

Following the field studies and the simultaneotts film-
ing, all data were reduced. Comparisons were made
beitieen the true values (from time-Iapse film) for stops,
delay, and volume and the values derived from the man-
ual methods.

Table 4 summarizes the regression relationships of
the validation work. The upward bias in estimates from
the point sample, stopped delay method was confirmed.
Atsõ, the sliglrt upward bias in estimates of percentage
of vehicles stopping was confirmed. The estimates of
total volume as computed from the M4 study aplrear to
be accurate; no bias occurred in either direction.

Afterthe two field methods had been defined, analyzed,
and field tested, a small, easy to use manual was pre-
pared. The intent of this ttser's manual was to provide
aU basic information needed to successfully apply the
two recommended field methods: point sample, stopped
delay and percentage of vehicles stopping. The manual
will be distributed by the Federal Highway Administra-
tion to engineering agencies.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the point sample, stopped delay
study be used for field measurement of delay and that
the percentage of vehicles stopping study be retained as

a practical and useful procedure.
For the point sample, stopped delay study, it is rec-

ommended tnat the valtte for stopped time from the field
be corrected by applying a 0.92 multiplier to obtain a
more accurate estimate of true stopped delay.

For the estimate of volume from the percentage of
vehicles stopping study, it is recommended that the field


